
 

Breathing new life into Eskom's old power stations

Eskom has called for proposals to repurpose its decommissioned coal-fired power stations, providing opportunities to
devise creative solutions to what would otherwise become a major financial burden for the utility and result in thousands of
jobs lost.

AGL Energy Limited undertook a successful transformation of an old coal plant to a modern flexible gas engine power plant to support more
renewables into the South Australian power system

Four of these ageing coal-fired power stations are slated for decommissioning in the short term: Komati (59 years old),
Camden (53), Grootvlei (51) and Hendrina (50). Like most of the power utility's current fleet, were all built in the decades
when construction of coal-fired and nuclear power was surging around the world. They are now close to the end of their
design life and are becoming obsolete in a world moving to cheaper renewable technologies.

Eskom faces the mammoth task of decommissioning not only these four, but several other coal power stations over the next
few years. These plants cannot be revived by replacing the turbines or boilers, and closing them will result in a substantial
rehabilitation liability, which Eskom can ill afford. Each of these power stations is responsible for 600-1,000 jobs, with a
multiplier effect on the local communities, which the country can sorely afford to lose.

But Eskom is by no means in a unique dilemma. The average age of European coal-fired power plants is 25-35 years, and,
in the US, it is about 43 years, so there is likely to be a wave of plant decommissioning’s globally in the next few years.

“The economic costs of decommissioning are certain to be significant and will increase as more assets reach the end of
their life, but few operators have put aside sufficient funds to effectively decommission their assets,” says Diletta Colette
Invernizzi researcher and PhD student in the Civil Engineering Department at the University of Leeds.

Value chain

However, these four old power station sites still have value. That value lies in their buildings, the extensive land area they
occupy (with proximity to water sources), and their geographical location: close to electricity distribution infrastructure and
the pipeline bringing gas to the Highveld from Mozambique. These features make them ideally suited to another form of
power generation.
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Will a gas power plant or a solar energy park with battery storage generate the same number of jobs as a coal-fired plant?
The answer is no. The solution to maximising the number of jobs from these sites and making communities sustainable in
the long term is probably to make them multi-functional. So the solution could be to combine energy generation, power
storage and synergistic activities such as premises for start-up local businesses and training facilities. They could become
sites where universities can collaborate with Eskom or the new operators of generation plants to conduct courses on clean
power technologies. Those trainees could be eligible for job opportunities in the same area, at one of the generation plants,
or could set up their own service businesses.

The key is to take a smart and effective approach to creating an energy co-creation environment that caters for all links in
the value chain – which is more than simply turning an obsolete coal-fired power station into another kind of power
generation facility.

Elsewhere, repurposing old power station buildings has mainly focused on their property value. For example, Battersea
Power Station on the Thames in London is being redeveloped as a mixed-use precinct with residential, business and leisure
nodes. In Johannesburg, the old Turbine Hall in Newtown was redesigned as a conference and business centre, housing
the head office of global gold miner AngloGold Ashanti. But both of those power stations were located in what is now a
central business district.

The sector that is likely to show most interest in repurposing these four Mpumalanga power stations is independent power
producers (IPPs), and specifically those companies that have the imagination to “think outside the box”. They will have to
consider broader objectives than the normal IPP project and be able to look at the business opportunities on a number of
different levels across the value chain. A public-private partnership has clear social, economic and environmental goals to
meet.

This is an opportunity to show how sites designed around an archaic, historical technology can be transformed into world-
class, sustainable clean energy providers. These sites tick all the boxes for a facility providing solar/gas power with storage
that can continue supporting local communities while feeding cheap power into the grid. They offer the necessary land,
water, skills and access to the transmission infrastructure. While Mpumalanga has historically been the heart of South
Africa’s coal-fired power network because of its extensive coal deposits, it also lends itself to both solar and gas power
generation.
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